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“The details have made all
the difference in creating a
truly unique, bespoke home”

statement maker
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MONOCHROME MIGHT

JILLIAN DINKEL, INTERIOR DESIGNER

A single-minded contemporary approach
by terrace-house specialist Jillian Dinkel
was ideal for this stunning Sydney kitchen

vivid dream
Working with a limited
footprint, clever cabinetry
was a must for Jillian’s client.
She chose Dulux two-pack
polyurethane in Vivid White
for the wall of cupboards,
which conceals almost all
of the kitchen’s gadgets.

finishing touches
Smart inclusions such as a
stainless-steel back bench
provide a low-maintenance
solution to messy prep work.
The sleek matt-black
tapware is from Astra Walker,
and the cool colour palette
is given a soft touch with
Grazia & Co ‘Iva’ stools
upholstered in sheepskin.
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learning curves
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Custom-stained American Oak
veneer, installed by builder
Prekaro Projects, was placed
in an artful curve around the
island bench to create more
space and subtle intrigue in
the relatively small space.

GET THE LOOK

PREKARO PROJECTS: PREKARO.COM.AU

To the homeowners’ delight,
Jillian created an expansive
one-metre-high Superwhite
Dolomite splashback from
Granite Marble Works, to allow
the cylindrical Falmec
rangehood to pop against the
dramatic veining of the stone
used throughout. Sculptures
on shelf by Natalie Rosin.
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1 Salt & Pepper ‘Refine’ pedestal bowl in Black, $89, Domayne. 2 Natalie Rosin Maquette 5 sculpture,
$490, and Maquette 8 sculpture, $380, Curatorial & Co. 3 Superwhite Dolomite marble surface, POA,
Granite Marble Works. 4 Icon mixer in Matt Black, $634, Astra Walker. 5 Falmec canopy rangehood
in Polar White, $1790, Winning Appliances. 6 PureGrain laminate in Terril, from $113.52 per sq m, Laminex.
7 Iva bar stool with Mannex Black frame and Brindle leather seat, from $870, Grazia & Co.

designer details
Jillian Dinkel Designs is based in
Mosman, NSW. To see more of
her work, visit jilliandinkel.com
or @jilliandinkeldesigns
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